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Throughout my life I've always struggled with the question “What are my strengths?” and

“What am I good at?”. But now that I'm older I have a better understanding of what my strengths

are, and what I'm good at and my traits.

When I was little like most kids, I thought I wanted to be a cop, firefighter, or a Doctor,

like most kids think around that age. Now I know that this was because I didn't know what I was

good at or my traits, but now I kinda do, and I'm thankful for them.

My Mom always says nowadays that I should go into broadcasting as a weatherman,

new anchor, or something like that, even though I don't think I would be good on TV. In my

opinion I have good speaking skills despite a minor stutter when I'm in front of people I don't

know but I've learned to get over that. So I've come to realize that this is one of my skills in

public speaking and I'm thankful for it.

Now I’m going to be honest I’m not very good at math, even though my grades say

otherwise, but I live building things and drawing and have a mind for creating things. One of the

main ways I create things is through Legos, and using them I have designed and built an entire

mini lego city in my room with the pieces I have. So I believe this shows me that I have a mind

for architecture and creativity which are another two traits I'm thankful for.Now I love legos but

one of my least favorite things about building them is finding the pieces, so I organize them

which is another trait of mine, organization.



Now something that I like that none I know but my Grandma likes is Ocean Liners, which

are ships that used to take people across the ocean instead of planes, which I love too. Now

you might say well why are you telling me this, it's not a trait, now it isn't a trait but one aspect of

one History. History is one of my favorite subjects and topics I could learn about all day. I love to

emesis myself in all aspects of it ,mostly Wars, Planes, Ships, and how things became what

they are today. And something else somewhat entertwined with History that I like is Geography.

One of the reasons I got into geography was to prove to the smug Europeans on social

media that they were not all so dum when it comes to that subject, and while doing that I

became crazy good at it and can name countries that people I know didn't even know exist. I

believe that at least basic geography should be taught because if not we as a nation will

continue to be made fun of on the world stage. So I'm very thankful to be good at history and

geography because if we don't know the past we are doomed to repeat it.

Some other qualities I possess according to people I know are Kindness, being good at

technology and others. These are only some of the qualities that I possess and while they are

very different I am proud to possess them.


